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Outline

Manu
1.Abundances for a single star (atmosphere etc.)
2.MDF of a CSP

Ivo
3.Outside of MWG, high-rez very difficult/time 

consuming except the nearest satellites
4.So switch to methods using lower-rez > CaT
5.to be interpreted with closed/open boxes



The Calcium triplet method

 Low-resolution spectroscopy of RGB stars in 
the CaII triplet region

2--4 AA FWHM

R ≈ 2000--3000

Calibrated vs. stars with high-rez 
abundances



discovered by Abell (1955) on  POSS plates 
14 kpc from Sun 
19 kpc from the GC
4.5 kpc above plane 

Mv  =-2.5 ± 0.5,     
M = 1300 ± 600 Msun

Pal 
1=C0325+794 

HST heritage







Definition of Equivalent Width

This measure becomes independent from flux 
units (units are Angstrom)







The Calcium triplet method

 Low-resolution spectroscopy of RGB stars in 
the CaII triplet region

2--4 AA FWHM

R ≈ 2000--3000

Start with example of simple population



The Calcium triplet method

 Low-resolution spectroscopy of RGB stars in 
the CaII triplet region

2--4 AA FWHM

R ≈ 2000--3000

Now try complex stellar population:
Leo I dwarf spheroidal galaxy



Leo I dwarf spheroidal galaxy



Leo I dwarf spheroidal galaxy

NTT / 
EMMI



VLT / FORS2Ca II triplet



Compare W with
Galactic globulars



Simple vs. complex









With:
 
- color
- luminosity
- metallicity

+ some isochrone interpolation 
     machinery by Ivo...

       => age of each star



Metallicity-color relation
interpolated by a cubic 
spline

=> compute metallicity at 
      stars' color 

For each age..

Find isochrone's color 
of RGB
at luminosity of each 
star



age of the star can be 
found by using 
the metallicity yielded 
by the CaT method

Then change age and repeat => age vs. [m/H]







The closed box model























The ''simple model'' of GCE

Isolated system
Perfect mixing
IMF = const
Nucleosynthetic yields p

i

= const

Instantaneous recycling (e.g. Oxygen)
''real'' models => relax one or more 
hypothesis (e.g. Delayed formation for N) IMF

Yield per stellar
mass



Basic equations

S DS
G

Mtot = G+S => dG = -dS

Metallicity of
ISM

Metallicity of
stars



Mtot = M* + Mgas = constant

μ=Mgas/Mtot



Leo I, Gullieuszik et al. 2009



t

log(Z/Zo)



t

log(Z/Zo) d μ/d t = 
0.2

p=Zsun/2



Good luck from the LS site manager!



AUX



From Manu to here

How to get metallicities of resolved stellar populations, 
from the basics to methods for distant objects. 
Or from detailed abundances of small samples to 
coarse abundances of large samples.



Our nearby universe

What is it? 
Our lectures in this context





Extension to NIR bands:

=> it does not matter how you compute <W'>!



VLT/FORS1

NTT/SOFI
K-band

Barnard 
68















Examples from the real world







Nova Cygni 1992 
Credit: NASA, ESA, 
HST, F. Paresce, 
R. Jedrzejewski 
(STScI)

proto-planetary nebula
“rotten egg nebula”
HST/WFPC2

Wolf-Rayet 
stars
e.g., Eta 
CarinaeSN Type II          SN 

Type Ia



M82: winds from a starburst 
galaxy



Better if gas-rich dwarf galaxy, like 
Sag DIG
(note trigger of SF, so later Z goes 
up again)



The SFH does not appear explicitly in the the 
closed box model

But the observed gas fraction depends on the past 
evolution

The model also predicts that at any given time 
the relative fractions of elements are fixed and 
proportional to the yields

But one stellar generation returns different 
elements at different times, so SFH is important 
for real galaxies; best illustration is the 
alpha-elements

The galaxy mass does not enter the equation, but 
it can control the evolutionary speed (G) and the 
maximum metallicity that can be reached



dG << G

dG ~ G



If dMs is fixed
dS = dMs/Mtot goes up if Mtot goes 
down

So low mass galaxies cannot reach
metallicity of high mass galaxies



Fornax dSph; Pont et al. 
(2004)

Assume G(t) => 
Age

G
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